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Presentation plan
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● STA release re-use tracking,
● To construct classifiers and estimate their 

accuracy,
● To test suitability of the method for information 

flow detection.

Research goals



  
Source: Wikipedia (Plagiarism detection)

Re-use tracking ~ plagiarsim detection



  

Study outline

Gathering data

Candidate source 
releases

Human annotations

Testing classifiers

Improvements

● Slovene news outlets in EventRegistry,

● For each article in dataset – find the 
most similar STA release in terms of n-
gram TF-IDF cosine similarity (n={2,3,4}),

● STA experts annotated pairs (scoring 
relation between articles; providing 
correct source releases), creating final list

● Train n-gram cosine similarity based 
classifiers with various ns, and test 
their quality on human annotated data,

● TODO: other similarity measures, 
combining various methods.



  

Data

● About 60 Slovenian media outlets with RSS 
feeds in EventRegistry,

● Case study – 469 out of 895 articles in Slovene 
published on 21.06.2016.



  

Candidate source releases

• For a given day:
– Load STA releases published in 

the previous week (A),
– Load Slovene articles from 

preceeding two weeks (TF-IDF 
training corpus) (B),

– Load Slovene articles published on 
the day (C),

– Gather vocab from A, B and C,
– Train TF-IDF transformer on B,
– Calculate cosine similarity 

between transformed arts from A 
and C pairwise,

– For each article from C, save the 
most similar article from A (and 
score) = candidate pairs.

STA releases

Analyzed article

Most probable source release

Software: Python with ER 
and scikit-learn libs

TF-IDF:
- {2,3,4}-grams,
- Laplace smoothing,
- Discarding terms
present in more than 25%
of B documents.



  

Candidate source releases

{2,3,4}-gram



  

Human annotation study

Scores:
NF (Not Found) – the proper source release has not been found but it 
is present in the STA database,
NC (No Connection) – not found and no source STA release,
IDS (InDirect Source) – candidate release and article are based on 
the same third article,
DS (Direct Source) – candidate release in the source of the article.

Discussion and consultation with annotators → the final list.



  

Human annotation study



  

TP – true positive,
FP – false positive,
TN – true negative,
FN – false negative.

Classifiers
● n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, {1,2}, {1,2,3},...

● Simplifications A and B → 2 classes in both cases,

● For each n – find the threshold resulting in the highest F1.

=NF



  



  

Further work

● Lemmatization, skip-grams for better detection 
of disguised copying,

● Discarding proper nouns and quotations for 
lowering similarity score of not (in)directly 
related pairs,

● Cross-linugal methods,
● Combining different similarity scores into one 

classifier.



  

Summary

● Cosine similarity between TF-IDF weighted 
“bags of n-grams” representations of articles 
allows to detect whether an article is based on 
other article (~95% accuracy). 

● Not so good with detecting whether two articles 
are similar because both are based on some 
third article (~90% accuracy).

● A lot of room for improvements.



  

Thanks for your attention!


